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Here is the long-awaited new edition, with coverage of all major monuments and details on how to

get around, food, and accommodations. The new edition of the Blue Guide to this fascinating city,

which straddles Europe and the Orient and whose history goes back to the days of ancient Greece,

offers superb coverage of all the major monumentsâ€•Classical, Christian, and Islamicâ€•with details

on what to eat and where to stay. Color photographs, plans, and maps throughout
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John Freely lives in Istanbul and has authored many books on Greece and Turkey.

We took a tour which included Istanbul and needed a guide book to figure out exactly how much we

could do in 25 hours. We asked our friends whose daughter studied in Turkey. She recommended

the Blue Guides(regardless of year published). I can see why. This book is a goldmine for people

who are interested in history and indepth descriptions of a site. We liked this one so much, that we

are willing to procure more of the set.It has no recommendations for hotels, no recommendations for

restaurants, no recommendations for shopping. Just plain history and descriptions of what you are

seeing. If you are looking for a guide to hotels etc, try [...] but if you are interested in the most

immersion you can get in a book, GET THIS!

The book is very, very informative and easy to use. If you are interested in historical sites, there is

no other travel guide that measures up to this. The one area in which the authors could improve the



book is the selection of recommended restaurants; this section is slim, and given the amazing

options available in Istanbul it could stand to be expanded. Even so, the internet will get you to most

good eateries, so this book should fulfill its purpose as a historical guide to the city.

Staying in Sultanahmet recently, there were many ancient remnants, parts of walls, unmarked

monumental foundations, that I could not understand. I downloaded this book whilst in Istanbul and

found it most helpful in deciphering these mysteries. The Blue Guide helps you get the most out of

your trip!

Blue Guides are the ultimate for people who want historical information. No recommendations on

places to eat or stay, but full of explanations about what you are seeing.

Be aware that this is not a book to carry along to see the streets and sights of Istanbul. Rather, it

has an in depth explanation of the history behind the key mosques and other buildings that are key

attractions. Best to read it in your hotel at night, or before or after the trip. During the trip you surely

don't want to spend your time reading voluminous material on each building rather than

sightseeing.The Moon Guide, in my experience, is the best carry along guide.

Useful if you have time to explore Istanbul on your own. and not just on a tour that plans virtually all

your time.

I can always rely on Blue Guides for the best history of a place in English.
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